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THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT’S “OTHER

TRANSACTION” AUTHORITY

By Armani Vadiee and Todd M. Garland*

Agreements entered into under a federal agency’s “other transaction” author-

ity are not procurement contracts,1 cooperative agreements,2 or grants. The

agreements are not subject to the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR),3 which

typically governs acquisitions by Executive Branch agencies.4 Nor are other

transaction agreements (OTAs) subject to additional onerous laws and regula-

tions applicable to federal contracts.5 For example, the Cost Accounting Stan-

dards,6 Truth in Negotiations Act,7 and Competition in Contracting Act (CICA)8

do not apply to the agreements. Nonetheless, OTAs are enforceable contract

vehicles and appropriate use of OTAs can facilitate engagement between the

Federal Government and contractors.

The use of OTAs can expedite the acquisition process and entice nontradi-

tional contractors to conduct business with the Federal Government by provid-

ing flexibility9 and by allowing for a procurement that more closely resembles

commercial engagements.10 Congress has authorized 11 federal agencies to use

OTAs. Primarily, agencies use OTAs to acquire advanced technology from

private sector companies that traditionally have been reluctant to contract with

the Federal Government.11

In recent years, agencies’ use of OTAs has accelerated. According to one

analysis, use of OTAs “has more than doubled in the past five years, to $2.3 bil-

lion in fiscal 2017 from $1 billion in fiscal 2012.”12 In addition, agencies are

increasingly awarding large contracts through the OTA process, including a

$750 million agreement in 2017.13

To assist companies considering OTA opportunities with the U.S. Govern-

ment, this BRIEFING PAPER discusses (a) the background and history of OTAs, (b)

U.S. Government agencies with authority to enter into OTAs and the scope of

that authority, (c) key provisions applicable to OTAs and best practices, and (d)

recent changes in the law affecting OTAs.

*Armani Vadiee is a member and Todd M. Garland is a senior associate in the law firm of
Smith Pachter McWhorter PLC. They practice in the areas of Government contracts, construction
law, and resolution of complex commercial disputes.
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Background & History

“The U.S. Government is the largest single purchaser of

goods and services in the world, awarding approximately

$500 billion in contracts every year.”14 For information

technology (IT) alone, the U.S. Government spends ap-

proximately $95 billion per year.15 Of the $95 billion, ap-

proximately $42 billion in federal IT spending will be made

by the Department of Defense (DOD).16 The other $53 bil-

lion in federal IT spending will be through nondefense

agencies.17

The typical process by which the Federal Government

procures goods and services “can be complex, involving a

multitude of decisions and actions.”18 For decades, the

federal procurement regulatory framework has been de-

scribed as “a burdensome mass and maze of procurement

and procurement related regulations including ‘numerous

levels of implementing and supplementing regulations.’ ’’19

The FAR governs most procurements made by Executive

Branch agencies.20 Spanning 2,225 pages and encompass-

ing Parts 1–53 of Title 48 of the Code of Federal Regula-

tions (C.F.R.), the FAR imposes a heavy regulatory frame-

work for federal acquisitions.21 In addition, numerous

agencies issue their own procurement regulations “that

implement or supplement the FAR.”22 For example, DOD

has promulgated the Defense Federal Acquisition Regula-

tion Supplement (DFARS).23 Similar to the FAR, the DFARS

consists of more than 1,500 pages. For DOD acquisitions,

both the FAR and DFARS apply.24

In fact, the FAR “authorizes agency heads to issue

agency-specific procurement regulations” to supplement the

FAR.25 Many agencies have done so, resulting in an exten-

sive set of supplemental regulations.26 In addition to the

FAR, DFARS, and other agency supplements, there are

numerous statutes that, “directly or indirectly, address the

acquisition of goods and services by executive branch agen-

cies,” primarily found in Titles 10 and 41 of the U.S. Code.27

Moreover, “there are a number of executive agencies to

which the FAR does not apply, including the Federal Avia-

tion Administration (within the Department of Transporta-

tion), the Patent and Trademarks Office (within the Depart-

ment of Commerce), the U.S. Mint (within the Department

of Treasury), the Tennessee Valley Authority (a wholly

owned Government corporation), and the Bonneville Power

Administration (within the Department of Energy), to name

only some.”28 Ultimately, the maze of statutes, regulations,

and other rules has created a complex procurement system.

Potential acquisitions can “take up to two years to ultimately

select a vendor,” leading to situations where “technologies

that are considered state-of-the-art when a new procurement

is envisioned are often outdated by the time a contract is

awarded.”29

Companies often cite these regulatory burdens, and oth-

ers, as the bases for avoiding business with the U.S.

Government.30 OTAs provide “flexibility” for prospective

contractors to avoid these requirements by allowing federal

agencies to (1) attract nontraditional contractors that engage

in cutting-edge research and development without requiring

the entities to change most of their existing business prac-

tices, and (2) enter into innovative arrangements with

contractors that would not be feasible under procurement

contracts, grants, or cooperative agreements.31

“Other transactions” are difficult to define, often charac-

terized by what they are not. Other transactions are not

procurement contracts,32 cooperative agreements,33 or

grants.34 According to the Government Accountability Of-

fice (GAO):

An “other transaction” agreement is a special type of legal

instrument used for various purposes by federal agencies that

have been granted statutory authority to use “other
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transactions.” GAO’s audit reports to the Congress have

repeatedly reported that “other transactions” are “other than

contracts, grants, or cooperative agreements that generally are

not subject to federal laws and regulations applicable to

procurement contracts.”35

Stated differently, other transactions are not typical contract

types that Executive Branch agencies use to procure goods

or services.

Congress has provided 11 federal agencies with authority

to use OTAs. But, for each agency, the scope of that author-

ity varies. Some agencies, such as the Federal Aviation

Administration (FAA), have broad authority to use OTAs

“as may be necessary to carry out the functions of ” FAA

and “on such terms and conditions as the [FAA] Administra-

tor may consider appropriate.”36 Other agencies, such as

DOD, have more restricted authority, “generally limited to

basic, applied, and advanced research projects.”37 Agencies

must receive specific authority to award OTAs. Agencies

such as the Federal Bureau of Investigation and some

departments, such as Veterans Affairs, lack authority to enter

into OTAs.

OTAs have existed for 60 years but risk-averse agencies

have not fully embraced the contractual instruments to meet

critical needs. Further, many companies remain unaware of

OTAs and the alternative approach OTAs present to the

traditional procurement process.

In 1958, the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-

tion (NASA) became the first federal agency to receive other

transaction authority.38 Congress provided NASA with other

transaction authority in response to the “Soviets lead in

astronautics” through the Sputnik program, which had

“made clear that ‘business as usual’ [was] not going to close

the gap.”39

After Sputnik, the United States was no longer “leading

in the vital field of space research and in the development of

astronautics.”40 In response Congress provided NASA with

authority to enter into and perform “other transactions” on

such terms and for such periods as NASA deemed appropri-

ate with any public or private agency, firm, educational

institution, or other person.41 At the time, the Armed Ser-

vices Procurement Act of 1947 (ASPA)42 and the Federal

Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949

(FPASA)43 governed federal procurements. Since then,

Congress has provided five executive departments with

authority to enter into OTAs: the departments of Defense

(DOD), Energy (DOE), Health and Human Services (HHS),

Homeland Security (DHS), and Transportation (DOT). In

addition, Congress has provided independent agencies, such

as the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB), with

authority to enter into OTAs.44

In 1972, OT authority was extended to HHS, as the

National Institutes of Health National Heart, Blood Vessel,

Lung, and Blood Diseases and Blood Resources Program

received other transaction authority.45

In 1989, Congress provided DOD with its first other

transaction authority, which applied to advanced research

projects performed by the Defense Advanced Research Proj-

ects Agency (DARPA).46 In 1991, Congress provided DOD

with permanent other transaction authority and expanded

the authority to use the agreements for advanced research

projects, previously limited to DARPA, throughout DOD.47

Congress further expanded DARPA’s other transaction

authority for weapons and weapons systems prototype proj-

ects in 1993.48 And in 1996, Congress expanded use of

prototype projects to the entire department.49

Also in 1996, Congress provided FAA with authority to

use OTAs “as may be necessary” to carry out the agency’s

functions.50 One year earlier, in 1995, the Department of

Transportation received authority to enter into OTAs.51

In 2002, Congress established the Department of Home-

land Security52 and, in the same Act, authorized DHS to es-

tablish a five-year pilot program for the use of OTAs.53

DHS’ other transaction authority applies to the department’s

research and development or prototype project requirements

and mission needs.54 Although Congress initially provided

DHS with other transaction authority for five years, Con-

gress has repeatedly extended that authority.

DOD’s Other Transaction Authority

Perhaps unsurprisingly, DOD acquisitions account for

the largest volume of other transaction use by the U.S.

Government, totaling $5.5 billion and accounting “for more

than two-thirds of OTA spending from fiscal 2012 through

2017.”55 For DOD, there are two types of commonly used

other transactions—research and prototype projects.56

DOD’s statutory authority to use OTAs is set forth in 10

U.S.C.A. §§ 2371 and 2371b.

Section 2371 provides DOD with authority to use OTAs

for “basic, applied, and advanced research projects.”57

Under § 2371b, DOD can use its other transaction authority

to “carry out prototype projects that are directly relevant to
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enhancing the mission effectiveness of military personnel

and the supporting platforms, systems, components, or

materials proposed to be acquired or developed by the

Department of Defense, or to improvement of platforms,

systems, components, or materials in use by the armed

forces.”58 The DOD Other Transactions Guide for Prototype

Projects defines “prototype project”:

A prototype project can generally be described as a prelimi-

nary pilot, test, evaluation, demonstration, or agile develop-

ment activity used to evaluate the technical or manufacturing

feasibility or military utility of a particular technology, pro-

cess, concept, end item, effect, or other discrete feature.

Prototype projects may include systems, subsystems, compo-

nents, materials, methodology, technology, or processes. By

way of illustration, a prototype project may involve: a proof

of concept; a pilot; a novel application of commercial tech-

nologies for defense purposes; a creation, design, develop-

ment, demonstration of technical or operational utility; or

combinations of the foregoing, related to a prototype. The

quantity should generally be limited to that needed to prove

technical or manufacturing feasibility or evaluate military

utility.59

DOD can only use its other transaction authority for

prototype projects under four conditions:

(1) At least one nontraditional defense contractor or non-

profit research institution participates to a significant

extent in the prototype project.60 A “nontraditional

defense contractor” is defined as an entity not cur-

rently performing and that has not, for at least one-

year before the solicitation of sources by DOD for

the transaction, performed any contract or subcon-

tract for DOD subject to full coverage under the Cost

Accounting Standards.61 This provision is intended

to engage businesses that are hesitant to contract with

the U.S. Government.

(2) All significant participants in the transaction other

than the Government are small businesses—as de-

fined in the Small Business Act—or are nontradi-

tional defense contractors.62

(3) At least one third of the total cost of the prototype

project is to be paid out of funds provided by sources

other than the Federal Government;63 or

(4) The agency’s senior procurement executive deter-

mines exceptional circumstances justify use of a

transaction that provides for innovative business ar-

rangements or structures that would not be feasible

or appropriate under a typical procurement contract,

or would provide an opportunity to expand the

defense supply base in a manner that would not be

practical or feasible under a contract.64

Since 1994, DOD had temporary authority to use OTAs

to obtain prototypes.65 Every few years Congress extended

that authority.

Section 815 of the National Defense Authorization Act

for Fiscal Year 2016 (FY 2016 NDAA) created permanent

authority for DOD to use OTAs for prototyping and produc-

tion purposes.66 Congress wrote these provisions “in an

intentionally broad manner.”67 Congress did so to counter

what has historically been a dearth of knowledge about

OTAs, leading to “an overly narrow interpretation of when

OTAs may be used, narrow delegations of authority to make

use of OTAs, a belief that OTAs are options of last resort for

when [FAR] based alternatives have been exhausted, and re-

strictive, risk averse interpretations of how OTAs may be

used.”68 Thus, the broadly written statutory authority is

meant for DOD to use OTAs more often, and to “[recog-

nize] that it has the authority to use OTAs with the most

flexible possible interpretation unless otherwise specified in

those particular sections.”69 In line with this congressional

“goal of encouraging (or demanding) greater use of

OTAs,”70 the FY 2018 NDAA contains several sections

designed to expand use of OTAs and to give DOD more

flexibility in using OTAs as opposed to traditional procure-

ment contracts.71

In January 2017, DOD issued updated guidance regard-

ing use of OTAs for prototype projects under 10 U.S.C.A.

§ 2371b.72 For prototype OTAs, Congress has encouraged

DOD to use “competitive procedures” in awarding an

OTA.73 Companies that receive prototype OTAs under com-

petitive procedures are permitted to receive a follow-on pro-

duction contract on a noncompetitive basis due to the com-

petition in awarding the prototype OTA.74

Civilian Agencies’ Other Transaction

Authority

Department Of Energy

The DOE Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy

(ARPA-E) is authorized to issue OTAs for its research

mission.75 Similarly, the national security-related mission

has other transaction authority pursuant to the National

Defense Authorization Act, and its authorization language is

modelled on that of DOD.76 Under ARPA-E parlance, OTAs
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are called “technology investment agreements,” reflecting

the purpose for which they are used. DOE is one of four

agencies (along with NASA, FAA, and the Transportation

Security Administration (TSA)) without limitations or

requirements on the types of projects for which OTAs are

permitted.

DOE’s other transaction authority, unlike all but one other

agency, is temporary, being reinstated periodically by

Congress since the first grant in 2002, with the most recent

reauthorization extending this contracting authority through

2020.77 DOE’s power to enter into OTAs is subject to a find-

ing by the Secretary of Energy that a standard contract,

grant, or cooperative agreement is not appropriate or

feasible for the envisioned project.

Department Of Health & Human Services

HHS conducts its other transaction procurements through

the National Institutes of Health (NIH). Since 1972, NIH’s

National Heart, Blood Vessel, Lung, and Blood Diseases

and Blood Resources Program has had authorization to enter

into OTAs.78 NIH was also the last of the 11 authorized

agencies to complete its policy guidelines for other transac-

tion awards, releasing its guidelines for the Precision

Medicine Initiative in November of 2015,79 and the Com-

mon Fund in December of 2017.80 The Common Fund is

limited in that no more than 50% of its funds may be used to

engage in OTAs.81

NIH’s statutory authority to conduct OTAs is intended to

“conduct or support high impact cutting-edge research.”82

Proposals for use of NIH’s other transaction authority

require explanation of why using OTAs “is essential to

promoting the success of the project.” Additionally, when-

ever NIH uses other transaction authority, it must provide an

annual report to the NIH Director “on the activities of the

institute, center, or office relating to such research.”83

HHS has cited the flexibility of OTAs in enabling it to

work with companies that otherwise would not engage with

the Government. For example, in 2013, HHS and a pharma-

ceutical company entered into an OTA “to conduct research

to evaluate the efficacy and safety of the company’s portfolio

of antibiotic candidates under development for treating

hospital and biological threat infections, such as staph infec-

tions” unable to be treated with existing antibiotics.84 The

OTA provided the parties with the opportunity to “mitigate

risk by directing funds to the most promising antibiotic

candidate during the project, which would have been more

difficult and untimely under a traditional contracting

mechanism.”85 Under the OTA, “if an antibiotic candidate

was not successful, HHS and the company would be able to

move funding from the unsuccessful antibiotic candidate to

a different, more promising one without having to enter into

a new agreement.”86 The company did not have a Federal

Government-approved cost accounting system. Because the

research was conducted through an OTA rather than a

traditional procurement contract subject to the FAR and

other regulations, the project could move forward.87 The

OTA structure similarly alleviated the company’s concerns

about contracting with the Government due to loss of control

over its intellectual property.88

Department Of Homeland Security

DHS’ other transaction authority is primarily exercised

by two contracting activities: (1) TSA (discussed below)

and (2) the Office of Procurement Operations (OPO) in sup-

port of DHS’ Science & Technology Directorate. These two

activities exercise “very different” other transaction author-

ity,89 set forth at 49 U.S.C.A. § 114(m) and 6 U.S.C.A.

§ 391, respectively.

According to DHS policy, under 6 U.S.C.A. § 391, the

department may enter into two forms of OTAs: (1) research

OTAs and (2) prototype OTAs.90 DHS uses research OTAs

to provide assistance to nonfederal participants to broaden

the collective homeland security technology knowledge

base rather than a deliverable to satisfy an existing or imme-

diate Government need.91 DHS uses research OTAs “in situ-

ations such as multi-party technology development arrange-

ments without traditional prime–subcontractor relationships,

and transactions for which the government’s acquisition of

goods and services is not the principal purpose.”92 DHS uses

the OTAs to “reduce contractual barriers to encourage

participation by for-profit firms that traditionally have not

done business with the government.”93

According to the most recently available data, DHS “had

11 OTAs with activity between fiscal years 2014 and

2016.”94

Transportation Security Administration

In response to the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001,

Congress established TSA, and, in the same act, provided

the agency with other transaction authority.95 TSA’s other

transaction authority is the same authority to use the agree-

ments as Congress provided to FAA.96 TSA thus has broad
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authority to use OTAs “as may be necessary to carry out the

functions of” TSA.97 It is one of “only a few agencies” with

“unrestricted authority to award OTAs.” 98 TSA can enter

into “other transactions with any Federal agency. . .or any

instrumentality of the United States, any State, territory, or

possession, or political subdivision thereof, any other

governmental entity, or any person, firm, association,

corporation, or educational institution, on such terms and

conditions as the [head of TSA] may consider

appropriate.”99

TSA uses it other transaction authority “primarily. . .to

reimburse airports and law enforcement agencies for the

costs associated with TSA security programs.”100 This

includes partial salary reimbursement to hundreds of airports

“to offset the costs of carrying out aviation law enforcement

responsibilities in support of passenger screening

activities.”101 In addition, TSA awards OTAs for construc-

tion projects, including reimbursement of airports for design

and construction costs associated with installing, updating,

or replacing checked baggage screening systems.102

During fiscal years 2012 through 2016, TSA “awarded at

least 1,039 OTAs and obligated at least $1.4 billion on

them.”103 Approximately 79% of these obligations were

awards by the Electronic Baggage Screening Program and

Advanced Surveillance Program.104 By 2016, most “agen-

cies had fewer than 90 active OTAs per fiscal year,” whereas

TSA and NASA “had hundreds, and thousands,

respectively.”105

NASA

NASA’s other transaction authority is set forth at 51

U.S.C.A. § 20113. The statute provides NASA with broad

discretion to—

enter into and perform such contracts, leases, cooperative

agreements, or other transactions as may be necessary in the

conduct of its work and on such terms as it may deem ap-

propriate, with any agency or instrumentality of the United

States, or with any State, territory, or possession, or with any

political subdivision thereof, or with any person, firm, as-

sociation, corporation, or educational institution.106

NASA uses its other transaction authority “to enter into a

wide range of agreements with numerous entities to advance

the NASA mission through its activities and programs.”107

Under its other transaction authority, NASA enters into

various OTAs, such as “Space Act” agreements (SAAs).108

Under these agreements, NASA transfers appropriated funds

“to a domestic agreement partner to accomplish an Agency

mission, but whose objective cannot be accomplished by the

use of a contract, grant, or Chiles Act cooperative

agreement.”109 Although OTAs are often used for research

and development (R&D), “NASA does not acquire [re-

search, development, and demonstration (RD&D)] services

using [OTAs], but it does conduct collaborative RD&D

activities with outside entities.”110 Compared to other agen-

cies, “NASA’s authority to enter into” these agreements “is

extraordinarily broad,” as it does not restrict “the types of

projects and research for which OTAs may be used.”111

NASA’s other transaction authority enables the agency to

entice “nontraditional Government contractors to partici-

pate in [its] R&D efforts.”112 NASA uses SAAs “to contrib-

ute personnel, funding, services, equipment, expertise, in-

formation, and facilities to a wide range of R&D efforts.”113

NASA is the most active agency with respect to execut-

ing OTAs. NASA had 2,217 OTAs in 2010, increasing the

number to 3,223 in 2014.114 By way of comparison, DOD

managed only 79 OTAs as of 2014.115 TSA was the second

most active agency, managing 637 OTAs in 2014.116

Department Of Transportation

DOT’s authority to enter into OTAs is limited to “three

types of RD&D projects that focus on public

transportation.”117

Within DOT, FAA possesses authorization to enter into

OTAs.118 Other than FAA, the Pipeline and Hazardous

Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) is the only other

DOT agency actively exercising authority to enter into

OTAs.119

PHMSA has limited other transaction authority.120 Its

statutory authority provides that “PHMSA’s OTAs are for a

specific purpose: to further pipeline safety, including

development, improvement, and promotion of one-call dam-

age prevention programs, research, risk assessment, and

mapping.”121

Key Provisions & Other Considerations

Congress has repeatedly expressed its preference for

increased use of OTAs. According to Congress, the agree-

ments provide “flexibility” that “can make them attractive

to firms and organizations that do not usually participate in

government contracting due to the typical overhead burden

and ‘one size fits all’ rules” applicable to Government
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contracts.122 Expanded use of OTAs, will, according to

Congress, allow Executive Branch agencies to “access new

source[s] of technical innovation, such as Silicon Valley

startup companies and small commercial firms.”123 Al-

though a key objective of OTAs is attracting companies that

do not typically do business with the Federal Government,

traditional Government contractors compete for, and are

often awarded, OTAs.124

In addition to flexibility offered by OTAs, the agreements

are “outside the constraints of the [FAR] and other sources

of normally applicable federal procurement law.”125 Never-

theless, despite a lack of any statutory requirement that

OTAs incorporate FAR clauses, the FAR and agency supple-

ments often appear in OTAs because Government contract-

ing personnel are trained under, and are accustomed to, the

FAR system for procuring goods and services. Contracting

Officers (COs) are often “risk-averse when selecting pro-

curement strategies,”126 limiting use of innovate procure-

ment vehicles such as OTAs. Procurement personnel famil-

iar with FAR terminology and concepts can be the same

individuals with authority to award, execute, or oversee the

OTA. For example, DOD guidelines for prototype OTAs

provide: “Agreements Officers for prototype projects must

be warranted DOD COs with a level of responsibility, busi-

ness acumen, and judgment that enables them to operate in

this relatively unstructured environment.”127 DOD’s guide-

lines also note that its Agreement Officers are “well-versed

in the FAR.”128

Accordingly, companies seeking OTAs should anticipate

the inclusion of contract clauses typically used in procure-

ment contracts and should negotiate with the agency to

remove nonmandatory provisions. Because agencies are not

required to follow the many onerous rules and regulations

applicable to typical agency procurements, tailored terms

and conditions may be negotiated that protect the Govern-

ment’s interests and incentivize the contractor to engage.

Use Of Consortia

A notable difference between OTAs and typical procure-

ment contracts is that OTAs are often awarded by federal

agencies to a consortium.129 In a consortium, the contract

recipient manages the OTA’s administrative requirements

and serves as the general contractor. For example, the

managing firm will ensure that nontraditional contractors or

small business participants are engaged and will negotiate

terms and conditions though subcontracts. Under this ar-

rangement, companies including nontraditional Government

contractors, or academia representatives, form the

consortium.

The consortium is responsible for creating rules ap-

plicable to members. Typically, members execute a consor-

tium agreement or articles of collaboration governing

interactions between the members.130 Membership terms

may include dues, the requirement to comply with the OTA’s

terms and conditions, and attendance at consortium

meetings.

Similar to an indefinite-delivery, indefinite-quantity

(IDIQ) contract used in federal procurements,131 the agen-

cies often issue orders to the consortium under a “master”

OTA. With respect to funding, the “master” OTA typically

provides an estimated or ceiling value for the other

transaction. The estimated or ceiling value does not obligate

the agency to spend the total amount.132 The agency will is-

sue orders via smaller agreements, similar to task orders

under an IDIQ contract. Funds for each order or separate

agreement will be provided separately by the agency using

funds obligated for the “master” OTA.

Contract Type

Executive Branch agencies are limited in the type of

contract they can use to procure goods or services.133 For

example, the FAR prescribes when agencies can use cost-

reimbursement,134 time-and-materials, 135 or labor-hour type

contracts.136 When procuring commercial items, agencies

must use firm-fixed-price type contracts.137 Similarly, agen-

cies procuring commercial services can use time-and-

materials and labor-hour type contracts only under limited

circumstances.138Although agencies have authority to

conduct procurements using “simplified acquisition proce-

dures,”139 this authority is limited to the acquisition of sup-

plies or services not exceeding the simplified acquisition

threshold, or commercial items not exceeding $7 million.140

These restrictions do not apply to OTAs. For DOD prototype

OTAs, for example, the department provides for contract

types such as “fixed amount,” “expenditure-based,” or

“hybrid.”141

Intellectual Property

In addition to the FAR, various statutes address intel-

lectual property rights for entities that do business with the

Federal Government, such as the Bayh-Dole Act,142 which

relates to patent rights, and 10 U.S.C.A. §§ 2320 and 2321,

which relate to technical data. These statutes do not apply to

OTAs.143
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In traditional procurement contracts, agencies seek to

protect proprietary interests in data, as the protection of data

is considered necessary to “encourage qualified contractors

to participate in and apply innovative concepts to Govern-

ment programs.”144 Agencies must therefore “balance the

Government’s needs and the contractor’s legitimate propri-

etary interests” in the data.145 The extent of the Federal

Government’s rights in technical data and computer software

created by a contractor typically hinge on whether Govern-

ment funds were used during development. Generally, the

Government obtains more rights when its funds were used

than when the contractor develops data or software at private

expense. When data is first produced in performance of a

contract, the Government often obtains “unlimited

rights.”146 Through unlimited rights the Government can

“use, disclose, reproduce, prepare derivative works, distrib-

ute copies to the public, and perform publicly and display

publicly, in any manner and for any purpose, and to have or

permit others to do so.”147

One of the primary attractions of OTAs for companies is

the flexibility “to address concerns regarding intellectual

property” in comparison to traditional procurement

contracts.148 Agencies have recognized that by seeking un-

necessary data rights, “the Government might. . .dissuade

firms from doing business with the Government.”149

OTAs “allow the federal government flexibility in negoti-

ating intellectual property and data rights, which stipulate

whether the Government or the contractor will own the

rights to technology developed under the [OTA].”150 Unlike

procurement contracts, agencies need not obtain rights to

the “prototype, hardware, or other property” funded under

the OTA, and agencies may seek “only the minimum

Government-purpose data rights” required by law.151 In fact,

to incentivize private sector participation, agencies using

OTAs may allow “firms to retain the maximum intellectual

property rights” otherwise required by law.152

Generally, agencies awarding OTAs do not seek to own

or otherwise maintain control over intellectual property

developed through the agreement. Instead, agencies aim to

ensure that the technology reaches those entities, including

commercial firms, that can make best use of it.

Documentation & Records

Another aspect of OTAs that makes them attractive to

nontraditional contractors is that the agreements are not

subject to rigid regulations controlling cost and pricing in-

formation contractors must provide, and records they must

keep, when contracting with the Federal Government. As

noted, OTAs are not subject to the FAR and the cost prin-

ciples set forth at FAR Part 31 do not automatically apply.

Further, OTAs are not subject to the Cost Accounting Stan-

dards153— accounting requirements for the measurement,

assignment, and allocation of costs to procurement contracts.

Although these provisions are not required by statute,

some agencies mandate that OTAs include clauses requiring

OTA recipients to retain records. Stated differently, to

protect the Government’s interests, “implementing regula-

tions for certain agencies’ [other transactions] establish[]

minimum requirements, such as auditing and reporting

requirements.”154

For example, DOD’s guidance for other transactions for

prototype projects provides:

Each agreement that provides for payments in a total amount

in excess of $5,000,000 shall include a clause that provides

for the Comptroller General, in the discretion of the Comptrol-

ler General, to examine the records of any party to the agree-

ment or any entity that participates in the performance of the

agreement.155

Dispute Resolution

It is often expressed that contractors must “turn square

corners” in their dealings with the Government.156 The

Government is entitled to the goods or services as set forth

in the OTA terms. An OTA recipient, in turn, is entitled to

hold the Government to its contractual obligations.157

Typical Government contract disputes are governed by

the Contracts Disputes Act of 1978 (CDA).158 But OTAs are

not considered “contracts” subject to the CDA. The CDA

“applies to any express or implied contract” made by Exec-

utive Branch agencies for property, services, construction,

or disposal of personal property.159 Agreements issued by an

agency under its other transaction authority are not procure-

ment contracts.160 Instead, the agreements are the sort of

“new type of contractual relationship” established by

Congress “with the specific intent” that the agreements not

be considered contracts under the CDA.161 Thus, procedures

for resolving disputes between the agency and the OTA re-

cipient are typically addressed in the OTA.162 OTA recipients

must seek to resolve any disputes with the agency according

to the procedures set forth in the OTA.

Entities contracting with the Federal Government should

be aware of potential defenses that could result in denial of
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a claim. The OTA may provide procedures the OTA holder

must follow before seeking judicial relief. “When a claim

arising under a contract is not subject to the Contract

Disputes Act, the Court looks to the contract’s disputes

clause to resolve the claim.”163 Thus, if the OTA “provides a

specific administrative remedy for a particular dispute,” the

OTA recipient “must exhaust its administrative contractual

remedies prior to seeking judicial relief.”164

With respect to timeliness, the OTA will likely be subject

to 28 U.S.C.A. § 2401, “Time for commencing action

against United States.” This statute provides that, except for

claims brought under the CDA, “every civil action com-

menced against the United States shall be barred unless the

complaint is filed within six years after the right of action

first accrues.”165 State courts possess jurisdiction to adjudi-

cate most civil actions against the U.S. Government. But if

an entity holding an OTA brings suit in state court, the U.S.

Government will likely remove the case to a federal district

court.166 Suit may also be brought in the U.S. Court of

Federal Claims.167

Subcontractors, vendors, or suppliers of an OTA recipient

cannot bring suit for breach of contract against the U.S.

Government.168 An entity without a direct contract with the

Government cannot sue the Government even if its actions

caused the damage.169

As another example, most typical procurement contracts

include a “Changes” clause that provides the Government

with the unilateral right to order changes in contract work

during performance.170 OTAs may similarly include a clause

to address how changes will be handled.171 The clause

should address “whether the Government should have the

right to make a unilateral change to the agreement, or

whether all changes should be bilateral.”172

False Claims Act Liability

The civil False Claims Act (FCA)173 “imposes significant

penalties on those who defraud the Government.”174 The

FCA targets “those who present or directly induce the

submission of false or fraudulent claims” to the Federal

Government.175 Under the FCA, a “claim” includes any

direct request to the Government for payment.176 For each

false claim submitted, the FCA imposes (1) a civil penalty

of not less than $5,000 and not more than $10,000, as

adjusted by the Federal Civil Penalties Inflation Adjustment

Act of 1990,177 and (2) three times the amount of damages

the Government sustains.178 The defendant is liable “for civil

penalties regardless of whether the government shows that

the submission of that claim caused the government

damages.”179 Each invoice submitted for payment consti-

tutes a separate claim under the FCA.180

Companies that perform services for the Government

under OTAs are not subject to laws typically used to combat

fraud, such as the Truth in Negotiations Act181 or the CDA’s

anti-fraud provision.182 Unlike those laws, which are limited

to typical contracting actions under which federal agencies

procure supplies, materials, equipment, or services,183 the

FCA applies broadly and is not limited to typical procure-

ment contracts.184 Companies operating under OTAs are

subject to liability under the FCA, as are subcontractors,185

suppliers, and vendors.

Companies seeking OTAs should be aware that fraud or

false certifications used to obtain the OTA permits the

Government to void the agreement and avoid payment for

services rendered.186 In Long Island Savings Bank, FSB v.

United States, the court denied a claim that the Government

failed to pay $435 million owing under a contract because

the plaintiff “obtained the contract by knowingly making a

false certification.”187 The court denied the plaintiff any

recovery despite clear evidence that (a) the company fully

performed the contract to the substantial benefit of the

Government, which was not harmed by the fraud, and (b)

the contractor and Government were both unaware of the

fraud when the Government breached the contract.188

In recent years, the Government has been aggressively

asserting the affirmative defense that a contractor’s

fraud—in obtaining the contract or during performance—

permits the Government “to walk away from a contract

without paying for supplies or services that it has

received.”189 Decisions accepting the defense provide the

Government with a “powerful tool” to avoid paying contrac-

tors based on purported erroneous certifications made before

award of the OTA.190

Competition

When Executive Branch agencies procure goods and ser-

vices, the agencies typically must do so using “competitive

procedures.”191 Congress enacted the requirement for com-

petition through the Competition in Contracting Act of 1984

(CICA).192 CICA “generally requires ‘full and open compe-

tition’ for government procurements.”193 CICA is meant to

ensure that procurements are open to all responsible sources

and to provide the Government with the opportunity to
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receive fair and reasonable prices.194 Under CICA, “a

contracting agency has the affirmative obligation to use rea-

sonable methods to publicize its procurement needs and to

timely disseminate solicitation documents to those entitled

to receive them.”195 CICA does not apply to the award of

OTAs.196 Thus, agencies are not required to use competitive

procedures before awarding OTAs. Nor are agencies other-

wise required to ensure that the procurement is open to all

reasonable sources. Unlike a typical procurement, agencies

are not under “a duty to consider all responses fairly and

honestly.”197 Although CICA’s provisions do not govern

award of OTAs, agencies often attempt to use competitive

procedures “to the maximum extent practicable.”198 How-

ever, a significant number of OTAs are awarded on a sole-

source basis.

Bid Protests

Because OTAs are not procurement contracts, GAO has

repeatedly held that it lacks jurisdiction to review protests

of the award of OTAs or solicitations for OTAs. Instead,

GAO considers an OTA to be a “nonprocurement instru-

ment” not subject to CICA.199

But GAO will review “a timely protest that an agency is

improperly using its ‘other transaction’ authority.”200

Specifically, GAO will review a protest challenging that an

agency is “improperly using a. . .non-procurement instru-

ment, such as [an OTA], where a procurement contract is

required.”201 GAO’s review is limited to ensuring that by

using an OTA, the “agency is not attempting to avoid the

requirements of procurement statutes and regulations,” such

as the Federal Grants and Cooperative Agreement Act,202

which provides when an executive agency must use a

procurement contract.203

GAO’s review of an agency’s use of its other transaction

authority is deferential. If an agency is authorized by statute

to use OTAs, GAO “will not make an independent determi-

nation of the matter.”204

Antitrust Issues

As stated, companies seeking to obtain OTAs may form

consortia consisting of companies that may otherwise

compete against each other. Forming a consortium or

otherwise teaming to obtain an OTA will not raise antitrust

issues if the arrangement provides pro-competition or pro-

market benefits.205 But combining resources under an OTA

is not permissible if the arrangement is a “naked restraint of

trade with no purpose except stifling competition.”206 Typi-

cally, companies joining forces to obtain an OTA do so to

provide an enhanced offer at a lower price. Similarly,

companies should avoid working together to obtain an OTA

if they are the only competitors in the market.207

Financing

One issue that may arise in OTAs is delayed payments by

the Government. Entities unfamiliar with Government

contracting might anticipate shorter payment schedules than

in a typical Government contract. Accordingly, it may be

necessary for the OTA recipient to obtain financing from a

third party. Third-party financing can allow the OTA recipi-

ent to meet its payroll. Or third-party financing will allow

the recipient pay subcontractors, suppliers, or vendors

providing services under the OTA.

Under a typical financing agreement, the third-party fi-

nancier agrees to pay the OTA recipient before the Govern-

ment does so. In exchange for early payment, the third party

might provide an amount less than what the OTA recipient

submits in its invoice. For example, the third party would

pay $99 for a $100 invoice. The OTA recipient, in turn, as-

signs its right to payment to the third party. Financing

contracts with the Government can be attractive due to the

Prompt Payment Act.208 Under the act, the Government must

pay interest for invoices not paid within a specified period

after the due date.209

Generally, two statutes control assignments under typical

Government contracts: the Assignment of Contracts Act210

and the Assignment of Claims Act.211 Collectively, the acts

are known as the “Anti-Assignment Acts.”212 For decades,

Congress has encouraged private financing of Government

contracts.213 The Acts thus permit entities doing business

with the Government to assign amounts due or that become

due.214 In return for financing, OTA recipients can assign

amounts due under the OTA to a bank, trust company,

federal lending agency, or other financing institution.215 A

“financing institution” under the Acts is defined as an institu-

tion that—

deals in money as distinguished from other commodities as

the primary function of its business activity. A firm—be it a

corporation, a partnership or a sole proprietorship—which as

a primary function is regularly engaged in the financing busi-

ness may be regarded as a financing institution. However, a

firm whose credit extension and lending operations, although

carried on regularly, are merely incidental or subsidiary to an-

other end, in the light of the firm’s overall operations, more

important purpose, is not a financing institution.216
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Assignments for lower-tier entities will be governed by the

contract between the OTA recipient and the subcontractor,

supplier, or vendor.

Payment terms for lower-tier entities will not usually be

set forth in the OTA. Typically, the entity holding the OTA

negotiates a clause providing that lower-tier entities are only

entitled to payment after the OTA holder is paid by the

Government. Thus, the OTA recipient—and subcontractors,

suppliers, and vendors—should understand the difference

between pay “if” paid and pay “when” paid clauses. The

difference is significant. Although state law varies, a “pay

when paid” clause gives an entity contracting with the

Government a reasonable amount of time to pay

subcontractors.217 But a “pay if paid” clause allows the OTA

recipient to withhold payment entirely until the Government

pays.

Another issue that can arise is if the third-party financier

asks for a complete copy of the OTA. The financier might

do so to ensure that the proceeds of the OTA are

assignable.218 But an entity holding an OTA cannot provide

a copy if the agreement is classified. If an entity seeking an

OTA anticipates that it will need financing and that the

agreement might be classified, the entity and the Govern-

ment should negotiate a solution before executing the

agreement. Another solution is to obtain financing from a fi-

nancier that has a security clearance.219

Recent Developments

Challenges & Prizes

For decades, federal agencies have been seeking avenues

around the FAR and other procurement regulations. More

recently, the Obama administration urged agencies to offer

prizes and challenges “to promote and harness

innovation.”220 Agencies with other transaction authority

are thus encouraged “to structure prize competitions” for in-

novative companies that do not traditionally do business

with the Government.221 “To date, federal agencies have of-

fered more than $250 million in prize money along with

other valuable and unique incentive prizes”—including with

use of OTAs.222

FY 2018 NDAA

The FY 2018 NDAA223 reflects Congress’ preference for

the increased use of OTAs. Section 867, “Preference for the

Use of Other Transactions and Experimental Authority,”

provides:

In the execution of science and technology and prototyping

programs, the Secretary of Defense shall establish a prefer-

ence, to be applied in circumstances determined appropriate

by the Secretary, for using transactions other than contracts,

cooperative agreements, and grants entered into pursuant to

[10 U.S.C.A. §§ 2371 and 2371b], and authority for procure-

ment for experimental purposes pursuant to [10 U.S.C.A.

§ 2373].224

The Senate Report accompanying the FY 2018 NDAA

includes a lengthy discussion expressing frustration that

OTAs are not more commonly used by contracting

officials.225 According to the report, there is “an ongoing

lack of awareness and education regarding other transac-

tions, particularly among senior leaders, contracting profes-

sionals, and lawyers.”226 The lack of awareness “leads to an

overly narrow interpretation of when OTAs may be used,

narrow delegations of authority to make use of OTAs, a

belief that OTAs are options of last resort for when Federal

Acquisition Regulation (FAR) based alternatives have been

exhausted, and restrictive, risk averse interpretations of how

OTAs may be used.”227 OTAs are appropriate for “innova-

tive projects and programs” that should not be encumbered

by “unnecessarily restrictive contracting methods.”228 The

Senate Report noted that DOD has “authority to use OTAs

with the most flexible possible interpretation unless other-

wise specified in [10 U.S.C.A. §§ 2371 and 2371b]” and

encouraged contracting officials to “to tolerate more risk” in

using OTAs.229

Section 864 of the FY 2018 NDAA doubled the maximum

OTA that can be made without special permission for

prototypes under the DOD statute, from $50 million to $100

million. A senior procurement executive can provide author-

ity for other transactions up to $500 million.230 Under the

FY 2018 NDAA, OTAs for prototypes can exceed $500 mil-

lion if approved by the undersecretary for acquisition,

technology, and logistics. In addition, DOD must implement

training to encourage increased use of OTAs231 and provide

for OTAs to be used for research.232

Guidelines

The following Guidelines are for companies considering

whether to enter into “other transaction” agreements and

those that have already been awarded an OTA. They are not,

however, a substitute for professional representation in any

specific situation.

1. In seeking to obtain an OTA, determine if the target

agency has authority to enter into an OTA. If the agency has
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other transaction authority, determine the scope of the

authority. Some agencies have broad authority to enter into

OTAs; other agencies can only use OTAs for limited

purposes.

2. Congress provided certain agencies with other transac-

tion authority to acquire advanced services from private sec-

tor companies that traditionally do not conduct business with

the Government. However, agencies often award OTAs to

experienced Government contractors. Traditional and

“nontraditional” contractors should consider teaming to

enhance their ability to pursue OTAs.

3. Companies negotiating OTAs should anticipate the

inclusion of nonmandatory FAR and agency supplement

provisions due to the absence of terms and conditions

specific to OTAs. Keep in mind that OTA terms and condi-

tions are negotiable even if the agency solicits the OTA us-

ing a standard procurement “template” typically used in

traditional contracts.

4. Companies should negotiate the minimum

Government-purpose intellectual property rights required

by law, allowing the company and its subcontractors to

retain maximum intellectual property rights. Although the

FAR intellectual property clauses may serve as a guideline,

they often impose intellectual property burdens that do not

apply to and are contrary to the purpose of OTAs.

5. Companies unfamiliar with Government contracting

may consider joining a consortium under an OTA. Typically,

the managing firm deals directly with the Government,

handling administrative tasks and ensuring all obligations

under the OTA are met. Member companies are afforded

greater latitude to provide their products and services while

dealing solely with the managing firm, which is typically a

commercial entity.

6. OTAs are not typically subject to many of the statutes

and regulations applicable to typical procurement contracts

with the Federal Government. However, companies must

remember that other laws—such as the FCA and antitrust

laws—still apply. Companies seeking OTAs, particularly

those not accustomed to federal contracting, should imple-

ment an OTA compliance program to ensure compliance

with applicable laws and the terms of the OTA.
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